ROSITA MESSENGER BAG
FINISHED SIZE: 12” WIDTH X 9 1/2” HEIGHT X 2 1/2” DEPTH (APPROX.)
The Rosita Messenger Bag is a simple yet practical bag
for any occasions! A classic design with a flap and an
additional zipper pocket for your convenience! Make this
bag with leather, sued or just common fabric and still
end up with a fantastic result. Due to its convenient size
and proportion, the bag can carry books, laptops, and
all essentials! Due to its adjustable strap, you can adjust
it to your comfortable length! A perfect companion for
anyone in search of a casual everyday bag! Start the
Rosita Messenger Bag.
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MATERIAL LIST
FABRIC
44” wide heavyweight home decorator OR quilting
weight cotton
(1) Yard for exterior fabric
(1) Yard for lining
44” wide leather, artificial leather
(1/8) Yard for flap, strap holder and square ring holder
INTERFACING
(1) Yard of 44” wide light weight fusible interfacing
TOOL LIST
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Sewing machine,
Pins, Needle, Shape tool, 10mm Double cap rapid
rivets setting tools, Hammer

OTHERS
(1) 7” All-purpose zipper for lining zipper pocket
(1) 7” All-purpose zipper for exterior flap zipper
pocket
(1) 15” Length, #5 zipper for zippered closure
(1) 18mm Magnetic snap
(1) 1 1/4" Wide slider strap adjuster
(4) 1 1/4” Square rings for straps
(4) Sets of 10 mm double cap rivet s for strap
holders and front pocket bottom
(2) Yards of 1 1/4” width webbing strap
Non toxic fabric glue
(1) Spool of coordinating thread
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The finished products may only be sold when the

* All seam allowances are 3/8”
unless specified otherwise
*All units are in inches.

following conditions are applied.
*Full credit must be given to ithinksew.com for the
patterns (both online and offline). For example, when
products are sold online, they must include a

** After printing the pattern and taping the pieces
together, please follow the reference the provided size
guide (3" or 5").

statement saying “This pattern was designed by
ithinksew.com.”
When sold offline, a tag must be attached, stating,
“The finished products may only be made by crafters.

* There are two options in cutting the interfacing, with
or without the seam allowance. Cutting the interfacing
without any seam allowance will give it a better overall
shape; if you would like to do this, use the original
pattern (gray dotted line) to cut out the interfacing.

It may not be mass produced.” The conditions above
may change.
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